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What is  people Analytics  



Beyond    robust    scenarios  uncover    outcomes     sets      output  attrition     forecasting      

Level 1a– descriptive analytics: Uses descriptive data to illustrate a particular aspect of HR, for example recording 

absence, annual leave, and ……………and recruitment rates. At level 1, no analysis is applied to the data ………..using it 

to describe a certain concept or illustrate its change over time . 

Level 1b – descriptive analytics using multidimensional data: Combines different data ……..or types of data, to 

investigate a specific idea can help to …………….interesting relationships between different HR activities and processes. 

Using two different types of data to create an analytics ………….is known as multidimensional analytics (for example, 

combining leadership capability data with engagement scores to measure leadership effectiveness). 

Level 2 – predictive analytics: Uses data to predict future trends can help HR professionals to plan for future events 

and………………., and ensure they are able to deliver to the business. Predictive analytics for ………..require high quality 

and …………data, and specialist technology and capability. 

Level 3 - prescriptive analytics: Applies mathematical and computational sciences to suggest decision options to take 

advantage of the results of descriptive and predictive analytics. Prescriptive analytics specifies both the actions 

necessary to achieve predicted…………., and the interrelated effects of each decision. 
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Compare and contrast , using the words  in bold the new /old rules. 





Use the verbs to 

briefly explain a  

recent interview/ 

performance review 

you conducted  
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